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Abstract. In the paper we introduce a new universal steganalytic method in JPEG file format that is detecting wellknown and also newly developed steganographic methods.
The steganalytic model is trained by MHF-DZ steganographic algorithm previously designed by the same
authors. The calibration technique with the Feature Based
Steganalysis (FBS) was employed in order to identify statistical changes caused by embedding a secret data into
original image. The steganalyzer concept utilizes Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classification for training a model
that is later used by the same steganalyzer in order to
identify between a clean (cover) and steganographic
image. The aim of the paper was to analyze the variety in
accuracy of detection results (ACR) while detecting testing
steganographic algorithms as F5, Outguess, Model Based
Steganography without deblocking, JP Hide&Seek which
represent the generally used steganographic tools. The
comparison of four feature vectors with different lengths
FBS (22), FBS (66) FBS(274) and FBS(285) shows promising results of the proposed universal steganalytic method
comparing to binary methods.
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1. Introduction
A recent development in digital data and extension of
the Internet has promoted easier way of transferring of
such data. Those networks serve enough bandwidth for
data that possess high amount of redundancy, which can be
exploited for implementation of subliminal communication.
Therefore, sharing of multimedia is generally conveyed by
two aspects. The first one is copyright infringement that
can be resolved by watermarking or cryptographic
methods. Secondly, multimedia data are also characterized
by possessing of redundancy data that can be replaced or
modified by steganographic tools in order to carry secret
information without detecting to every-day user.
Steganographic methods can be used to illegal activities as terrorism or applied in environment where commu-

nication channel is monitored and user needs to transmit
a secret message. This secret communication can be served
by steganographic tools, where on the other hand, steganalysis is focused on detection and revealing of such communication mostly by employing a statistical analysis.
Generally, the steganographic system is considered as
broken once the steganalytic algorithm can decide whether
testing medium contains a secret message or the original
medium is intact while success probability is higher than
random guessing.
In general, the image steganography utilizes LSB
(Least Significant Bit) plane [1], [2] for embedding a secret
message or modifies coefficients of selected discrete transformation, e.g. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The
LSB substitution is considered as one of the first methods
that replaces LSB or any lower planes of the image pixels
with the bits of a secret message. In these methods, the
pixels of the cover image are chosen either sequentially or
randomly. The variety of techniques including spread
spectrum steganography [3], statistical steganography [4]
and generation-based steganography [5] can be combined
with the general embedding concept that was in later research also adjusted to statistical steganalysis. Some of
these techniques are complemented by game theory analysis [6] and cryptography [7] in order to obstruct a successful steganalysis and extraction a relevant statistical data.
The steganalytic methods in static images are divided
basically into two categories. The first one is binary steganalysis where steganalytic methods are primarily designed
for detection of specific steganographic algorithms as F5
[8], Outguess [9], MB [10], JPHS [11] and others. The
second category represents universal steganalysis methods
whose steganalyzers are able to detect various steganographic algorithms. In addition, the universal steganalysis
is designed to detect newly developed steganographic
methods. However, the detection efficiency of universal
steganalytic methods is significantly lower for methods that
belong to specific steganalysis.
The process of universal steganalysis consists of two
essential steps: the feature extraction needed for construction of the model and testing of the image by a steganalyzer with a selected model. The first part relies on unambiguously defined image sets consisting of cover and stego
images that are used for feature extraction. The aim is to
train a model based on classification techniques like SVM.
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After reconstructing a classifier’s model based on calculated features, the classifier is able to decide whether the
testing image possesses a secret message embedded by
a steganographic method.
The recent steganalytic methods are mostly based on
three principles according to acquiring of statistical
features. The first category relies on Binary Similarity
Measures (BSM) wherein e.g. Avcibas [12] proposed
a steganalytic method without using a reference image and
processing only 18 parameters. The basic idea arises from
a correlation between the bit planes as well as the binary
texture characteristics within bit planes which differ between stego and cover image. Some methods in this category extract features in spatial domain, while the others
directly in transform domain from coefficients [13].
The second approach of steganalytic method uses
a model trained by first and higher-order wavelet statistics
that are able to distinguish between images with and without hidden messages. In the proposed methods [14], [15],
the features are extracted from image decomposed levels in
wavelet domain. Hence, the transform areas that are sensitive to embedded information are used in extraction of
statistical features.
Finally, the third popular steganalytic principle is
based on statistical analysis of the first and second order
statistics in transform domain in images (Feature Based
Steganalysis (FBS)). Those methods are differentiated
according to extraction process of statistical data and the
approach of calculating those statistics. At the beginning,
the first attempts relied on first order statistics as 'chisquare attack' proposed by Westfield [16] and this method
was later improved with a random message embedding
[17]. Another approach applied directly in JPEG on transform coefficients was proposed by Fridrich [18], whose
universal steganalytic method utilizes an image calibration.
The calibration crops stego image by 4 pixels in each direction in order to suppress spatial blockiness effect that
appears during embedding a secret message. After calibration, the resulting image has characteristics very similar to
the original image. The calculated difference between the
calibrated and original image represents a statistical feature. Consequently, a retrieved feature vector (with defined
length) represents an input for steganalytic classifier.
Our proposed universal steganalytic method utilizes
a feature extraction in DCT domain in JPEG images [19]
using a model that was trained on images created by MHFDZ steganographic method. This paper is organized as
follows. In the following section a general scheme of the
novel steganographic method is explained that is used for
training of steganalytic model. The next section describes
specific steganalytic algorithm based on feature extraction
in JPEG images. In Section 4 experimental results of detection accuracy for the proposed universal steganalytic
model are given also with comparison of binary classification models. Experiments of detection accuracy were carried out for popular steganographic tools that are used
nowadays.

2. MHF-DZ as a Blind Steganographic
Method
The main steganography objective is to ensure a secret transmission of data in background of non-privacy
communication without additional security elements, e.g.
cryptographic keys. Security in this case is based on confidentiality of transmission. Detection of secret transmission
exposes communication security itself what could result in
disclosure of secret message to undesirable party of communication.
Steganographic methods can be classified into two
categories according to extraction process of secret message from stego data. The first category consists of steganographic methods which require also original data for
successful extraction of a secret message, whereas methods
in the second category do not require additional information, i.e. for extraction of a secret message only stego data
and knowledge of extraction algorithm are necessary.
Algorithms in this category are also called as blind steganographic systems.
The steganographic method MHF-DZ (Modulo Histogram Fitting with Dead-Zone) is derived from MHF-AES
method, which the authors recall in [20]. The algorithm
uses modulo arithmetic for embedding a secret message in
JPEG file format. Embedding of secret message is performed by alternation of DCT coefficients in such a manner that calculated coefficient’s modulo equals to a secret
symbol. The modifying value of DCT coefficients is given
by modulo window (MW) that induces an ambiguity about
addressing of modifying value for specific reasons being
deeply discussed in the paper. An additional tracking algorithm addresses the best-fit modifying value according to
the frequency component’s histogram of cover image. The
provided algorithm allows compensation of changes in
initial histogram by analyzing of previously embedding
changes in DCT coefficients.
Application of modulo arithmetic gives predisposition
for a blind steganographic system which does not require
a presence of a cover-image on the receiver side. The
method’s capacity is not restrained, however, using higher
modulo n > 2 makes the method vulnerable against histogram analysis and also providing a trade-off between quality of stego image and transfer capacity. The general
scheme of MHF-DZ algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.
Implementation of AES ciphering block was introduced in order to get uniform probability distribution of
a secret message symbols which is not adequate mapping
to DCT coefficient probability distribution that is assigned
to m-state quantizer. However, integration ciphering block
improves after-embedding histograms of DCT frequency
components. If distribution conformity between embedding
symbols and transformation coefficients is not fulfilled, the
after-embedding histogram shows significant distortion in
form of "tooth-run" character. The zero value coefficients
are defined by predominant occurrence among all transformation coefficients due to application of JPEG quanti-
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Fig. 1. General scheme of MHF-DZ steganographic system.

zation table. In respect to previous statement, the abovementioned method was complemented with Dead-Zone
(DZ) area which defines a number of zero-value coefficients (for each frequency component AC) that are not used
in embedding process in order to comply the probability
distribution for n = 2. However, the DZ information needs
also be transferred altogether with the secret message for
successful reconstruction of the secret message.
Moreover, the previously designed method MHF-DZ
based on histogram preserving scheme proves the resistance against proposed statistical steganalyzer for low
embedded rate of secret data. The higher embedding rate
(bpnz ≥ 0.5) involves changes for more zero DCT coefficients of higher frequencies into embedding process what
results in a detectable distortion of local histograms as
other intra or inter block corruptions of DCT coefficients.

3. Feature Based Steganalysis

Fig. 2. Basic diagram of Feature Based Steganalysis.

analytic method. The obtained statistical features represent
the input for classifier block in training phase as it is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The Feature Based Steganalysis (FBS) was implemented altogether with calibration technique proposed by
Fridrich [22] that performs cropping of picture by 4 pixels
in each direction. The calibrated image has very similar
statistical features to the cover image. The calibration of
statistical parameters is also important in feature extraction.
The block diagram of feature extraction with image calibration is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Feature Based Steganalysis with image calibration.

If the process of steganalysis is able to reveal secret
communication, steganographic system is defined as broken and the purpose of steganography is marred. Steganalytic method is defined as successful when stego image can
be differentiated from cover image with higher probability
than random guessing. Steganalysis can be supplemented
by activity of extraction secret message intelligence what
requires a set of techniques for further analysis and increase of computational demands [21]. The universal
(blind) steganalytic methods are defined as sets of detection techniques that are independent to the applied algorithm and achieve good detection results of embedded
message that was hidden by new or unknown steganographic methods. If steganalytic technique is adjusted
to steganographic method and its characteristics then this
technique can achieve higher efficiency in the process of
detection. This type of steganalysis is referred as special or
binary steganalysis.

The image database consists of several thousand of
images that were taken by different types of cameras using
different camera’s settings and resolutions. Stego images
are created by embedding a secret message with several
steganographic methods (e.g. F5, Outguess, MB and others
used in JPEG files). In the next step, statistical features are
extracted from stego or cover images, whereby we obtain
two sets of statistical parameters that are separated
according to identifier.

The main objective of steganalysis in static images is
detection of changes in statistic properties of cover image
due to embedding a secret message. Therefore, the calculation of those statistical features is crucial in design of steg-

The first group of statistical features is denoted as
FBS (22) which consists of the global histogram (1) [21],
[24] from all 64 × nB DCT (where B is the number of total
88 blocks in the image) and the local histogram (2) in

In our case, we define four different lengths of
statistic vector:
 FBS (22) – 22 statistical parameters,
 FBS (66) – 66 statistical parameters,
 FBS (274) – 274 statistical parameters,
 FBS (285) – 285 statistical parameters.
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mode (i, j )  (2,1) [21], [24]. The central part <-5,5> of this
histogram was selected due to the situated maximum of the
global histogram.

N11  C1,1 ( J 1 )  C1,1 ( J 2 )  C1, 1 ( J 1 )  C1, 1 ( J 2 ) 

H  ( H L ,...., H R ),

(1)

h i , j  ( hLi , j ,..., hRi , j ).

(2)

The last mentioned functions represent the Markov
model. The Markov model defines diverseness between
absolute values of adjacent DCT coefficients. An embedding with steganographic methods entails defects in
smoothness, regularity, continuity and consistence what
means that steganographic methods can corrupt correlation
between DCT coefficients in cover image.

The second group of statistical parameters FBS (66)
involves parameters as global (1) and local histograms (2)
in modes (i, j )  {(1,2), (2,1), (3,1), (2,2), (1,3)} .
The third group FBS (274) contains all mentioned
FBS (66) statistical parameters with additional parameters,
which are defined as follows [23], [24]:
Dual histograms (3) for matrix 88 g id, j for values
i, j = 1,…,8 and d = -5,…,5 compose next 11 functions.
nB

gi,jd    ( d , d i , j ( k ))

(3)

k 1

where  ( x, y )  1 , if x = y and  ( x, y )  0 , if x  y .
Next functions are acquired from intra-blocking
dependencies of DCT coefficients. First of them is
variation (4).
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Integral measure of intra-blocking dependence (5) is
calculated from spatial representation of JPEG image.
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where Ir and Ic represent vectors of block that is traversing
in horizontal (r) and vertical (c) direction in the image and
k = 1,…,nB.
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The Markov model is defined by the following consequent process. In the first step, absolute values F(u,v) of
coefficients are calculated. These coefficients are collocated to the same process as picture elements in the original image. From absolute values differential arrays in horizontal, vertical, diagonal direction and differential array
with minor diagonal (Fh(u,v), Fv(u,v), Fd(u,v), Fm(u,v)) are
calculated. These different arrays can be modeled using
Markov processes, whereby the transition probability matrixes Mh (9), Mv (10), Md (11), Mm (12) are acquired as
follows:

( I r ( k ))  d i , j ( I r ( k  1))

i , j 1 k 1
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where α = 1,2 and M, N are dimension of image and Cij
represents the luminance component of uncompressed
JPEG image. Other functions (6), (7), (8) are calculated
from co-occurrence matrix C of neighboring DCT coefficients for image J1 (stego image) and J2 (image after calibration itself crops stego-image by 4 pixels in each direction). Matrix C describes the probability distribution of
pairs of neighboring DCT coefficients.
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where Su and Sv represents picture dimension. Generally,
the Markov model increases sensitivity of specific and
universal steganalysis methods in detection of a secret
communication. However, in some cases, when the
Markov model is not involved in FBS, the performance of
steganalyzer demonstrates better results as it will be presented in the next section.
The last proposed group FBS(285) includes all the
previous statistical parameters mentioned in group
FBS(274) together with statistics based on inter blocking
dependence. DCT image coefficients are divided into matrices with size 64 × nB and consequently the difference
between adjacent blocks of DCT coefficients on equivalent
positions is calculated (13).
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resolutions
(1400 × 1000,
1270 × 852,
960 × 720,
800 × 600, 720 × 540 and 640 × 480). Stego image were
obtained by F5, Outguess, Model Based (MB), JPEG
Hide&Seek (JPHS) and MHF-DZ steganographic methods.
After embedding, the final database consists of 24000
images for feature extraction and consequently processing
of the classifier. A part of feature extraction is calibration
technique that was explained in the previous section. The
calibration was executed on image database in order to
acquire difference statistics of DCT coefficients what
means a feature vector. In training phase, steganalytic
models for binary classification were created, e.g. model
cover – F5 stego images, cover - Outguess stego images
etc. for each tested steganographic method.

(13)

where Di,j is matrix that is calculated by the difference
between all adjacent blocks of DCT coefficients using
horizontal sampling. Consequently histogram (14) is defined from this matrix in interval <-5, 5> where its maximum is situated.

D  ( DL ,..., DR )

(14)

where L = mini,j,k di,j a R = maxi,j,k di,j.
By this approach we can get additional 11 statistical
parameters, whereby we obtain the statistical vector with
the length 285.
The next block in the steganalytic scheme is a classifier. The classifier’s input is represented by a set of statistical features of stego and cover images. The result of classifier process is a trained model grouping cover images from
stego images that were obtained by specific steganographic
method. In this case, we are denoting this process as binary
classification. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
[25] was introduced in tested feature based steganalytic
method. For example, output binary classifier is model
between Cover images – F5 stego images, Cover images –
Outguess stego images and other.

In testing phase, two types of experiments were realized. The first test verifies detection accuracy of created
models for specific steganographic methods - binary classification. In the second part of experiment, the model that
was created from statistic features of cover and stego
images using MHF-DZ steganographic tool was tested. The
model trained by the same tool was later used for classification of images that were created by other steganography
tools (F5, Outguess, MB, and JPHS) in order to demonstrate universal steganalysis detectability.
The steganalyzer performance is highly susceptible to
embedded data rate that is given by bpnz (bit per non-zero)
DCT coefficients and also to length of feature vector. The
tested steganographic methods exhibit non-equal embedding capacity which does not make it possible to show
comparable results of final detection Accuracy (ACR) and
True Positive Rate (TPR) for all given values of bpnz.

4. Experimental Results
In training process, the image database contains stego
and cover images in JPEG file format. Cover images were
taken by different types of camera and with various image
Testing
algorithm

F5

Outguess

MHF-DZ

MB

JPHS

bpnz
0.25
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0.1
0.25
0.4
0.5
0.6

FBS (22)

FBS (66)

FBS (274)

FBS (285)

TPR[%] ACR[%] TPR[%] ACR[%] TPR[%] ACR[%] TPR[%] ACR[%]
58.4
89.2
98.4
100
59.6
70.8
84
84.8
90.3
89.5
7.3
9.2
21.1
38
56
47.6
41.6
29.2
18
8.4
4
67.6
86.1
90.2
97.3
98.8

78.2
93.6
98.2
99
65.4
71
77.6
78
80.7
80.4
39.3
53.6
59.6
68
77
48.4
45.4
39.2
33.6
28.8
26.6
65.4
74.7
76.7
80.3
81

82.8
96.8
100
100
70
89.6
96.4
98.4
97.9
98.2
23.8
45.8
64.4
73.2
74
54.8
58
56.4
52.8
47.6
42
84.2
94.7
96.2
98.7
100

89.6
96.6
98.2
98.2
71.2
81
84.4
85.4
85.2
85.3
48.1
66.9
76.2
80.6
81
50.8
52.4
51.6
49.8
47.2
44.4
69.1
74.4
75.1
76.4
77

36.8
73.2
94
96.8
53.6
89.6
95.6
98.4
98.8
100
15.2
38.3
65.6
77.5
90
70.4
99.6
100
100
100
100
72.9
98.4
99.1
100
100

68.4
86.6
97
98.4
74.6
92.6
95.6
97
97.2
97.8
55.4
66.8
80.4
86.4
92.6
83.8
98.4
98.6
98.6
98.6
98.6
74.5
87.2
87.6
88
88

49.1
76.4
95.1
97.5
56.9
90.1
95.1
98.5
98.9
100
22.1
40.1
65.7
78.7
91.3
72.6
100
100
100
100
100
73.1
98.4
99.3
100
100

75.1
88.7
97.5
98.9
76.1
94.1
95.9
97.9
98.1
98.1
58.1
69.1
80.9
87.6
93.4
85.4
98.9
98.9
98.9
98.9
98.9
76.1
89.1
89.4
90.1
90.3

Tab. 1. True Positive Rate and Accuracy of detection for binary classification of specific steganographic methods.
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Tab. 1 shows TPR/ACR values with various embedding rate of bpnz ranging from the interval where the steganographic method is still secure, and contrary where the
method has proven as successfully detectable by steganalyzer or the method’s capacity is reached. The results show
that in case of F5 steganographic method, the binary steganalyzer’s performance acquires the best detection results
with feature length FBS(66) and FBS(22) where the higher
length of feature vector FBS(285) does not improve steganalyzer’s susceptibility to detecting the embedding method.
Nevertheless, for other tested methods, the steganalyzer’s
performance rises along with higher length of calculated
features where the best result is accounted for FBS(285)
that means also including Markov model and features of
inter-blocking dependence.
Comparing with other research publications in steganalysis e.g. [26] that use similar FBS steganalysis approach
but different classifier (J48, SMO, Naive Bayes), our proposed system accounts for better results in detection of F5
and JPHS method. The best result for detection of F5
method with embedding load bpnz = 0.25 was achieved
with SMO classifier and FBS(246) feature set at the level
of ACR = 85.7 % what is lower than our result ACR =
89.7 % with SVM classifier and FBS(66) feature set. Diversion of detection results for JPHS methods is even more
distinct where ACR = 57.15 % (bpnz = 1) is achieved with
SMO and FBS(246) comparing to our ACR = 100 with
SVM and FBS (66) even with lower bpnz = 0.6.
Figure 4 shows graphic representation of detection
accuracy of the tested steganographic methods for 285
statistical features and bpnz = 0.4.

1

0,8

0,6

0,4

F5 (AUC=0.93303)
Outguess (AUC=0.98014)

0,2

MHF-DZ (AUC=0.83211)
MB (AUC=1)
JPHS (AUC=0.96445)

0
0

0,1

0,2

70
60

Outguess

40
30
20

MHF-DZ
10
0
0

0,2
F5

0,4
Outguess

0,6
MHF-DZ

0,8
MB

bpnz

1

JPHS

MB

Fig. 4. ACR of binary classification of steganographic
methods for FBS (285).

Detection accuracy for steganalytic model can be
illustrated using ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)
curve. Figure 5 illustrates ROC curves for specific models
of steganographic methods with FBS(285) and bpnz = 0.4.

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8
0,9
1
False Positive Rate

The results of universal steganalyzer based on MHFDZ method are shown in Tab. 2 where ACR results of universal classification are lower comparing to binary classifi

F5

50

0,4

Many of steganographic methods are trying to preserve global and local histograms of DCT coefficients of
cover image as it is present in MHF-DZ method. The difference between features of calibrated image and stego
image rises proportionally with a number of tested histograms and thus increases the risk of detection by steganalyzer.

bpnz

90
80

0,3

Fig. 5. ROC curves of binary classification of tested
steganographic methods with FBS (285) and bpnz=0.4.

Testing
alghorithm

100

Accuracy [%]

True positive rate
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JPHS

0.25
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0.25
0.4
0.5
0.6

Trained model MHF-DZ / Cover
ACR [%]
FBS
FBS
FBS
FBS
(22)
(66)
(274)
(285)
78.8
69.2
68.4
72.1
92.4
75.4
77.2
80.1
98.6
82
86.4
88.5
99
87
90.8
92.1
66
64.2
64.4
66.3
67.6
64.4
65.2
67.4
69.2
65.2
64.8
66.1
70.2
66.4
66.4
68.7
77.1
71.5
74.4
75.9
68.5
59.8
64
65.3
39.3
48.1
55.4
58.1
53.6
66.9
66.8
69.1
59.6
76.2
80.4
80.9
68
80.6
86.4
87.6
77
81
92.6
93.4
67
79.6
55.6
57.1
90.4
91.8
69
71.2
96
94
83
84.6
97.4
94
90.8
92.1
98.2
94
94.4
94.5
52.5
50.8
67.6
68.9
54.3
62
73.8
75.4
56.4
52.7
80.8
81.9
59.2
53.6
89.2
89.8

Tab. 2. Accuracy of universal classification of tested
steganographic methods based on MHF-DZ model.
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Accuracy [%]

cation ranging from ~4 % to ~30 % in relation to feature
set. The detection rate for F5 method is degraded by 4.3 %,
Outguess by 30 %, MB method by 6.9 % and JPHS method
by 15.7 %. The results are achieved with different sets of
features, whereas e.g. F5 method, in case of binary classification, allocates the best detection results using FBS(66)
feature set and for universal classification the highest detection rate is achieved by FBS(22) feature set. Moreover,
interesting ACR results with 230 % increase were achieved
for MB algorithm using FBS(22) feature set. The same
feature set was used for detection of F5 method, where just
4.3 % decrease of ACR was allocated comparing to binary
classification. Generally, the advantage of FBS(22) against
other feature sets of higher length could be seen in faster
calculating of statistics in contrary to FBS(285).
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
FBS (22)
F5

FBS (66)
Outguess

FBS (274)

FBS (285)

MHF-DZ

MB

JPHS

True positive rate

Fig. 6. ACR rate of universal classification for different
length of FBS and bpnz= 0.4.
1

0,8

0,6

0,4

different FBS sets. Achieved ACR = 53% result for JPHS
shows that detection using universal model (MHD-DZ /
Cover) and FBS(22) set is not satisfactory for this method.
Hence, higher length of feature set needs to be employed.
Figure 7 illustrates ROC curves for detection of tested
steganographic tools applying the proposed universal steganalysis based on MHF-DZ method.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed universal steganalytic
method in still images in JPEG file format for detection
secret communication using several steganographic algorithms. The aim of our research was to introduce a method
that is able to detect well-known methods (F5, Outguess,
MB, JPHS) as well as a newly developed steganographic
methods with satisfactory detection rate. The comparative
results with binary classification were provided to evaluate
detection performance of the universal classifier and its
model. The ACR results of universal classifier are lower as
expected comparing to binary classification. However, the
steganalyzer’s usage is not restrained to only one steganographic tool but is capable to detect multiple steganographic algorithms. The trained model is based on MHFDZ steganographic tool that is masking its presence during
embedding with histogram fitting scheme of DCT coefficients. The proposed method uses FBS approach for extraction statistical features and SVM for its classification.
The feature vector represents the statistical difference between stego and cover image, where its length defines the
quantity of analyzed statistics. The same model with four
various feature statistics was tested (FBS(22), FBS(66),
FBS(274) and FBS(285)). The results show that for some
methods (MB, F5), features with lower length FBS(22)
show significantly better detection results comparing to
high order statistics testing what is in contrary to binary
classification scenario, where FBS(285) accounts for better
ACR rate results in general. Nevertheless, due to high
number of false detection for cover images by Outguess
model, utilization of FBS(285) is also recommended for
our proposed method.
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